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30 CARATS

Simple and subtle - 30 Carats is a funny
speculation game with bluff!
The game of Investment Banker Fabien Chevillon
was inspired of the Lehman bankruptcy, financial
crisis and the theory of efficient markets. There,
too, is all about speculation, losses and bluff. This
guarantees that the players have the same
empathize with what the traders during the
markets thunderstorm had to go through.
"The basic idea of this short but exciting game is surprisingly simple.
A new and original way of auction, in which you need a proper dose
of bluff and analytic skills in relation to the behavior of your
opponents."
Tom Werneck, co-founder „Spiel des Jahres“

People and age
For 3-6 players, ages 9

You are an adventurer in search of the most beautiful gems. Today's

Playing time
about 40 minutes

trading. Try to get richer by interchanging your for the best price.

Game Material
6 Screens
210 Gems (35 gems per colour)
35 Gold Nuggets
18 Transaction cards
13 Secret value cards
3 day cards
1 Bank bag

diamonds. A game consists of 3 rounds. Each player tries to

Rules
FR,DE, UK, IT, ES, PT, NL
Publications
2013: Grosso Modo Editions

But beware of defrauders, who try to pass of ordinary stones as
increase his fortune by selling low-precious stones and purchase
valuable ones. At the beginning of the game, each player knows the
value of each of the differently colored gems. But values change. At
the end of the gamethe players reveal how much their gems are
worth. The player with the highest loot wins the game.
Presentations in French on Tric Trac:
www.trictrac.tv/video/30-carats-de-l-explication
www.trictrac.tv/video/30-carats-de-la-partie
www.trictrac.net/actus/30-carats-journal-d-un-createur
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Best Prototyp in Europe 2012
Best Prototyp in Switzerland 2013
10 10 best board games in 2014 by Mensa
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